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Why conventional dentistry often fails
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• Crowns and bridges have long been the approach to preserving
diseased natural teeth or replacing one or two lost teeth.

• Crowns and bridges, on already compromised teeth, invariably
fail in five to ten years because they tend to entrap food particles
and bacteria as well as promote tooth decay and gum disease.

• Bridgework also compromises the healthy anchoring teeth,
leaving them vulnerable to decay and disease - and may lead to
even more dental problems down the road.

As a result, patients often feel condemned to an endless cycle
of dental work that does not solve their problems. They go back
to the dentist again and again for time-intensive and expensive
treatments with a limited lifespan. Each procedure limits dental
function and compromises quality of life. Patients are instructed to
avoid foods that might damage their dental work. Favorite foods
are avoided because it becomes too difficult to chew. They endure
pain and speech problems, begin to lose self-confidence and
gradually realize their teeth are restricting their life.



HYBRIDGE solves problems
once and for all
HYBRIDGE replaces all of your upper
and/or lower teeth. HYBRIDGE is
permanently supported on five or six
dental implants. HYBRIDGE looks,
feels and functions just like healthy,
natural teeth, so you can forget about
your dental problems forever and get
the most out of life. HYBRIDGEwill not
slip or slide when you speak and chew
food. HYBRIDGE sits on the implant
abutments - not on your gums - so
it will not create sore spots. HYBRIDGE also preserves your
jawbone. Dentures do not provide the stimulation necessary
for bone health. HYBRIDGE prevents bone loss and preserves
your facial appearance. Not only does HYBRIDGE provide a

permanent solution to dental
problems, it's also cost effective.
HYBRIDGEismuchlessexpensive
to fabricate than conventional
implant bridgework. Best of
all, the entire process can be
completed quickly - in as little
as 3 weeks.
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Is HYBRIDGE right for you?
The answer depends on your dental health history, the current
condition of your teeth and bones, and your goals and objectives.
If the long-term prognosis for your teeth is poor, HYBRIDGEwill
restore complete dental function, preserve your quality of life and
stop the endless cycle of dental work. Whether you're a candidate
for bridgework or dentures, HYBRIDGE offers a permanent
solution to your problem. It's a one-time investment that will
save a tremendous amount of money over the long-term.

Evaluate your options
We recommend that you schedule a consultation now, before
a painful emergency forces a quick decision you may later
regret.We will review your dental and medical history, perform a
dental exam and take x-rays to evaluate your long-term dental
prognosis. We will also talk with you about your dental concerns
and objectives. Finally, a customized treatment plan will be
provided outlining your dental care options to help you make the
best choice to meet your needs.

For more information
You will find extensive information about dental implants on our
website at www.Hybridgeimplants.com. Watch an imformative
video, browse through our gallery of before and after photos,
and read through the frequently asked questions to learn more
about what Hybridge has to offer. To discuss your concerns and
treatment goals schedule your comprehensive evaluation today.



~~IFollow us on Twitter
II @hybridgeimplant

Like us on
FaceBook.com/
hybridgeimplants

Visit us online at
Hybridgeimplants.com
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